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As the business valuation profession grows, both 
in terms of  size and depth of  experience, many 
are digging deeper into the assumptions and theo-
ry of  business valuation. Studies of  previously re-
viewed or new sources of  empirical evidence are 
analyzed for better insights into market behavior 
that can be applied to specific valuation assign-
ments. The subject of  the cost of  capital provides 
no better example of  this. Shannon Pratt’s Valuing 
a Business, second edition, published in 1989, con-
tains a 16-page chapter on cost of  capital, as well 
as five pages in one other chapter and nine pages 
in yet another chapter. Twenty-five years later, his 
2014 Cost of  Capital, fifth edition, co-written with 
Roger Grabrowski, is a hefty 1,311 pages. But 
even with all this information at our disposal, do 
we always get it right? 
 A few years ago I sat across the table 
from a non-credentialed consultant in a litigated 
valuation. The subject small company, with $4 
million in revenue, made a single product for a 
single customer, and that product was an FDA-
controlled substance that at the time was receiving 
a lot of  bad press and becoming subject to more 
stringent regulations. The company, with highly 
volatile earnings, was essentially running near ca-
pacity, but had room at its facility to grow. The 
consultant, who never visited the facility, derived 
an equity cost of  capital of  15 percent, based on 
his review of  an empirical cost of  capital study. 
Based on his review of  the study, his size-adjusted 
ERP was accurate to the 10th decile. However, 
he failed to comment on any industry risk adjust-
ment or company-specific risk adjustment beyond 
the 10th decile ERP. And in applying this equity 
cost of  capital in a single-period capitalization 
model, he assumed a 10 percent long-term sus-

tainable growth rate and no CapX, applying the 
derived 5 percent capitalization rate to pretax 
earnings. 
 Even though the consultant correctly 
gleaned a market equity risk premium from so-
phisticated empirical evidence, I’m sure most of  
us can identify several problems with the develop-
ment and application of  his cost of  capital. 
 With that horror story in mind, and 
other similar stories of  your own, here are some 
common sense suggestions to consider when esti-
mating a cost of  capital. 

Common SenSe AdviCe #1:
the GreAter the riSk, the GreAter

the return the mArket requireS

It is not too hard to get so into the market data 
that we lose sight of  practical matters. College 
Finance-101 class taught us all that there is a di-

rect relationship between risk and returns: that 
the greater the risk in an investment or financial 
instrument, the greater the return the market re-
quires. The chart below illustrates the principle. 
Bank CDs and government securities have little 
risk because they have the backing of  the govern-
ment. Hence, they provide low returns to inves-
tors. Anything to the right of  government treasur-
ies does not have the backing of  the government 
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so investors demand and get higher returns for the additional risk asso-
ciated with that fact. Similarly, publicly traded corporate bonds, which 
fall under regulatory oversight, are issued by established publicly trad-
ed companies and have priority claim over equity, are fundamentally 
less risky than equity investments in start-up companies that have no 
revenues and no proven business model. 
 With this concept in mind, Jim Schilt proffered in 1982 what 
today appears to be a simple risk premium analysis as a basis for jus-
tifying a subjective selection of  an equity risk premium. The table be-
low, from that article,1 stratifies equity risk premiums accordingly. 

 

Each of  the categories describes both operational and financial risks 
in qualitative terms for companies that fall within the category. The 
first category describes companies with relatively low operational and 
financial risk. They have a strong trade position, are well financed, 
exhibit depth in management, and have stable and predictable earn-
ings. A company with these characteristics should have a lower cost of  
capital than, say, a company in the fourth category: one that is highly 
dependent upon the skills of  one or two people, operates cyclically, 
with unstable and unpredictable earnings. 
 The profession has an even more analytic way of  quantifying 
these risks and the associated returns, thanks to the years of  work of  
both Roger Ibbotson and Roger Grabowski. Roger Ibbotson reminds 
us that size does indeed matter. That there is an explicit and measur-
able relationship between publicly traded returns and company size, as 
measured by market capitalization. We have used this work for years as 
a basis to support with empirical evidence an estimated rate of  return 

for our subject company. 
 Grabowski delves even deeper into the market data and pro-
vides us size-stratified returns eight different ways, allowing us to relate 
even more directly the metrics of  our subject company to the statisti-
cally supported relationships between market returns and changes in 
these metrics (illustratively, see the chart on the next page).2 
 Others continue to expand our ability to analyze market data 
through their research. Models are now proffered that allow us to al-
ternatively develop company-specific risk premiums. These advances 
in our ability to empirically measure risk allow business appraisers to 
build sophisticated analytical models that point us to an equity risk 
premium specific to our subject company. We can slice and dice the 
data by size and by amount of  leverage. And with sophisticated regres-
sion models, we can be precise down to the hundredth. 
 But are we more accurate? In reality, there is an existing mar-
ket return for our subject company’s ownership interest. Our goal is 
not to create it, but to identify it. 

Common SenSe AdviCe #2:
don’t ConfuSe PreCiSion with ACCurACy

What’s the difference? Accuracy describes the “nearness” to a true value. 
The closer to the bull’s-eye one is when shooting at a target, the more 
accurate the shot. Precision, on the other hand, is the degree to which 
several measurements provide answers very close to one another and 
indicate the scatter of  data – the lesser the scatter, the higher the preci-
sion. The graph below illustrates the difference. 
 Let’s assume the “reference value” represents the true, in-
trinsic market value of  our appraisal subject. The closer our value 
indication is to the actual value, the more accurate our conclusion. On 
the other hand, we may observe market data and find very little “scat-
teredness” in the data – statistically speaking, the coefficient of  vari-
ance is very low. But if  we’re observing the wrong data, even though 
our analysis of  it implies precision, we won’t be very accurate. 
 How might our estimate of  the cost of  capital be precise but 
inaccurate? 

• We might assume in a CAPM equity discount rate derivation that 
our unlevered/relevered beta calculated to the hundredth of  a 
percent based on only four 
publicly traded guideline 
companies is truly rep-
resentative of  industry 
risk that is relevant to our 
subject company when, in 
fact, they are very different 
companies. 

• Or we employ a build-up 
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By William C. Quackenbush, MBA, ASA, MCBA, BCA, ABAR
Advent Valuation Advisors, LLC   Montgomery, NY 

1 James H. Schilt, CFA, ASA, “Selection of  Capitalization Rates for Valuing a Closely Held Business,” 

Business Valuation News, June 1982 (Note: Business Valuation News, a publication of  the American Society of  

Appraisers, was the precursor of  the ASA’s Business Valuation Review). 

2 Roger Grabowski, “Exhibit A-4, Companies Ranked by Market Value of  Invested Capital: Premia Over 

the Risk Free Rate,” 2014 Valuation Handbook – Guide to Cost of  Capital. 

method that derives an equity discount rate to the hundredth of  a 
percent, but we ignore the size risk premia between a 10th decile 
CRSP (formerly SBBI) data point and our much smaller subject 
company. 

• Or we may regress the Duff & Phelps ERP data to our company 
metrics, deriving an ERP to the hundredth of  a percent, but ignore 
company-specific risks that might not have anything to do with size, 
such as the opposing expert I previously mentioned failed to do. 

Common SenSe AdviCe #3:
APPleS to APPleS, not APPleS to orAnGeS

We all know that much of  the empirical evidence used to develop 
discount rates are after-tax equity cash-flow returns. Both the former 
Ibbotson/Morningstar, now Duff & Phelps CRSP analytics, and the 
Duff & Phelps size premia analytics are based on studies of  after-tax 
equity cash-flow returns. Therefore they are appropriately applied to 
after-tax equity cash flows. Yet some will apply those returns in an in-
come approach to capitalize or discount pretax earnings, EBITDA, or 
some other earnings metric that differs from after-tax equity returns. 
 Alternatively, an analyst may use the market data in develop-
ing a weighted average cost of  capital (WACC), but rather than apply 
the WACC to an after-tax cash-flow return to invested capital, will 
apply it to some other metric. 

Common SenSe AdviCe #4:
meASure twiCe, Cut onCe

I remember sitting in a BV class some 20 plus years ago, striking up a 
conversation with the young man sitting next to me. While he only had 
about six months’ work experience, he was Ivy League-educated with 
both a law degree and an MBA. I felt somewhat intimidated; this guy 
was smart. I was an old horse then, already into my second career after 
15 years of  banking and another five of  loan workout consulting, and 
old enough to have footed 12 column ledgers without the benefit of  a 
calculator. At one point the instructor gave us an in-class assignment 
relating to a statistical analysis of  data. I sat there looking at the screen 

and thinking “the answer is 
about 10.” Meanwhile this 
young man started beating 
furiously on his program-
mable calculator and, after 
about five minutes, held it 
up to me and said, “Look, 
25.3!” I asked him if  he was 
sure, and he put his calcula-
tor through its paces again. 
This time he got 10.5. 
 Someone told me long ago technology should be a tool, not 
a crutch. So don’t become so dependent upon your templates that 
you let them think for you. Like most of  you, I’ve built templates that 
take my subject company’s operating and financial metrics and calcu-
late ERPs using Duff & Phelps’ work. However, we all need to make 
sure we maintain an appropriate balance between our practices’ cost 
efficiency and profitability and the proper discharging of  our profes-
sional responsibility. Double and triple check the inputs and calcula-
tions. Make sure the data flows through consistently. Build and use 
checklists. Don’t just blindly accept your template’s output. 

Common SenSe AdviCe #5:
SAnity CheCk your effortS

While sanity checking applies to all our efforts, not just in developing a 
cost of  capital, it is worth mentioning here. As far as a cost of  capital is 
concerned ask, “How does the implied market multiple derived from the 
cost of  capital compare to market evidence?” If  you derived an equity 
capitalization rate of  20 percent, that’s an implied market multiple of  
5. If  the same market multiples for companies used in your market ap-
proach are 15, can you explain the 67 percent discount from the market 
evidence? If  not, then there’s a logic flaw somewhere in the analysis. 
 Finally, once you have done all your analysis and written your 
report ask yourself  (or others) if  a willing buyer or market participant 
would really look at a transaction in a similar manner? Given the stan-
dard of  value, would a transaction actually occur at that value? Sanity 
check your conclusion. Is the transaction affordable – that is, could it 
pay for itself ? Is there a reasonable return on investment to the interest 
valued? 
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By Mark S. Warshavsky, CPA/ABV/CFF, CVA, CBA, ASA, CFE, MAFF, DABFA 
Gettry Marcus, CPA, P.C.  Woodbury, NY

Attorneys must contemplate the likelihood of  many different opera-
tional, financial, and company-specific issues when drafting a buy-sell 
agreement for business owners. Businesses are valued in buy-sell cir-
cumstances for a variety of  purposes, sometimes referred to as “trig-
ger events,” and include such situations as retirement, death, disabil-
ity, voluntary or involuntary termination, dissension or disagreement 
among the owners, bankruptcy, as well as other events that may be 
specific to the business owners. 
 Whether the agreement is for a corporation, partnership, or 
limited liability company, consideration must be given to the struc-
ture and method of  how departing owners will be compensated for 
surrendering their business interest. Some factors to consider are: (i) 
why will the value be determined; (ii) as of  when will the value be 
determined; (iii) what is the governing legal jurisdiction; (iv) how will 
the value be determined; and (v) what type of  interest will be valued? 
 Some agreements are silent on many of  the rudimentary 
procedures to follow in arriving at the company value, while other 
scenarios may mention relevant buy-sell terminology but fail either 
to define the meaning of  this terminology or are remiss in identify- 
ing the steps in the process required to implement this terminology. 
These situations may result in wide discrepancies in the interpreta-
tion of  how the data, information, or calculations should be applied, 
and thus could result in significantly different values for the same in-
terest. These fundamental inconsistencies can result in internal con-
flicts, and may ultimately result in a lawsuit commenced by one of  the 
owners. 
 Although there are many essential factors that the attorney 
and the business owners need to consider when drafting a business 
buy-sell agreement, the following represents a sampling of  some busi-
ness valuation topics that should be contemplated. 

1. Determining the valuation date. 
Many agreements contain no specific trigger date, or lack clarity as to 
which date to use. Business values change over time, so defining the 
date in the agreement is an important step to address. 

2. Identifying the accounting records that will be relied upon.
Some of  the issues regarding what accounting records will be relied 
upon for the valuation should be decided in advance, and include: 
(i) who will be responsible for the preparation of  the financial state-

Business Valuation Considerations 
in Ownership Buy-Sell Agreements 

ments; (ii) will internally generated statements be acceptable; (iii) 
what level of  service will be required (audited, reviewed, or compiled 
financial statements); and (iv) will the accounting records be prepared 
on a cash or accrual basis? 

3. Indicating the applicable standard and level of  value.
These two areas can have a significant impact on the valuation pro-
cess and a company’s value. Decisions on the standard of  value gen-
erally consist of  utilizing either the fair market value or fair value 
standard; however, other standards of  value may apply. The level of  
value to be employed considers whether the interest is being valued 
on a control or minority basis; as a result of  what level is selected, the 
application of  discounts can have an important impact on the final 
value of  the company. 

4. Determining who is qualified to value the company.
Deciding on a qualified individual to value the company should be 
part of  the agreement, which may include attributes such as years of  
valuation experience and business valuation designations. 

5. Determining the valuation process to follow.
Once the business valuator is selected, the valuation process should 
also outline the guidelines and timetable for each party to follow in 
order to arrive at the company’s value. In some cases, more than one 
business valuator may be selected, and the procedures to arrive at 
how the final valuation will be determined must be clearly identified. 

 Similar to an effectively prepared will, a carefully drafted 
buy-sell agreement will memorialize the understanding of  the par-
ties, and provide comfort to the owners in a closely held business that 
the transition of  their interest can be done in an orderly fashion, re-
gardless of  any unforeseen circumstances. In many cases, with proper 
planning, implementing the provisions of  a buy-sell agreement could 
be accomplished without placing unnecessary stress on the cash flow 
of  a business. This process can result in the desired transition of  the 
business in a smooth manner, thus avoiding costly disputes among the 
owners. 


